NOTE: Provide adhered lightning protection system complete with minimum roof penetrations, watertight installation - not indicated on drawings. Metal ridge vent - provide additional ventilation as required. UL rated standing seam metal roof, closures and trims over 1/2" plywood sheeting on structure. Kynar finish. Color to be selected by Owner.

Aluminum gutter and downsip system to match metal roof and size per roof area. Carry downsip to drainage pipe in concrete and connect to drainage system

42" high 1-1/2" Aluminum guardrail w/ intermediate rails as required by the building and ADA codes.

Aluminum handrail w/ immediate rails as required by the building and ADA codes.

36" high 1-1/2" Aluminum guardrail w/ intermediate rails as required by the building and ADA codes.

Concrete steps max. 7" rise, 11" min. tread. Comply with all pertinent codes.

RAMP ROAD - Provide 100 feet of concrete paving on truck approach to existing scale, 2' on side of scale and 2' beyond
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